Some of CINEAK’s models come in both reclining or inclining version. Since there is a lot of confusion in the understanding and application of those two types of relax mechanisms, we would like to put together some facts that might help out in making the right selection.

1. The mean difference is the position of the seating part of the chair. In a recliner this position stays fixed, in an incliner the seating part moves forward.

2. The recline position of a recliner or incliner mechanism are almost identical and they require the same space!

3. Both mechanisms use extra space in the reclining position. The recliner will take extra space in both behind and in front of the chair, the incliner will take most of its extra space in front of the chair.

4. In row configurations the total space used by recline or incline mechanisms will be the same! So selecting incliners to save space doesn’t make sense!

5. In case of raisers the recliner generates a small gap between the chair and the raiser.

6. Most people find a recliner mechanism more comfortable.

7. An incliner mechanism is often selected to generate the ability to put the last row closely against the wall. (compromising on the sound experience because the person will be to close to the back wall)